Everyone is willing to either identify or lose their identity in either the truth or deception.

Adam and Eve lost their identity in deception; like wise Jesus willingly lost his identity in truth.

It's human nature to identify oneself with a good successful course hence it was prudent for Jews to identify themselves as the chosen one not knowing it was a grave responsibility on behalf of the universe.

Losing one's identity is well explained in the Principle of creation when we learn that the horizontal forces give glory to vertical forces, in other words horizontal forces are formed for the sake of vertical forces.

The beauty that a wife returns in response to the love of her husband is called FIDELITY. DP pg 38 paragraph 3.

God only accepts Fidelity from the object, this is only acceptable when a couple exercises absolute sex ethics. It's only Satan who accepts infidelity or promiscuity. It is in order when an object returns Fidelity to the object hence losing its identity in perfection.

Matthew 26:31-46

**The sheep and the goats**

Jesus said that he will not judge us but the word of God will judge us meaning everyone will choose his/her place either in hell or heaven. In the same way before that time comes we must also choose our identity while on earth either you're a sheep or a goat.

The situation currently in the Unification movement is in that process of identifying the position.

**The Only Begotten Daughter.**
Why is Han Mother coming up with this OBD theology because it's human nature to lose one's identity to the subject. Therefore it's natural for her to behave as she is behaving now, because at the end she must lose her identity.

Thank God because He had prepared several women just in case one was not willing to lose her identity. Hyun Shil Kang understood it and she was willing to lose her identity no matter what happened. 23rd September 2017 is a providential turning point and because of this providential event God is releasing more grace to the world. Acts 2:17

It's very unfortunate that even in sanctuary some associates are struggling with the the second king and Queen of CIG. Amazingly the king always hides himself in the identity of True Father, Jesus also taught that whatever he does it was the father in heaven doing through him. I would like to encourage fellow citizens of CIG that the only way we can enhance our DP understanding capacity is to focus on the eight books and not the King and Queen neither the family fed. When we focus on the eight books, God is going to grant us more grace in our understanding hence able to fulfill our responsibility. God bless you all.